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AGENDA 

 
1.  APOLOGIES  

 
To receive apologies for absence. 
 
 

2.  NOTES  

 
To receive the notes of the last meeting. 
(Pages 3 - 6) 
 

3.  COST REDUCTIONS AS AT 31 MARCH 2021  

 
To consider the report of the Portfolio Holder for Finance. 
(Pages 7 - 14) 
 

4.  FINANCIAL SCRUTINY  

 
To discuss the scrutiny of financial aspects within Scrutiny Committees. 
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Finance Panel – 25 June 2021 
 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE FINANCE PANEL HELD AT TEAMS LIVE ON 
FRIDAY, 25 JUNE 2021 

 
PRESENT 
County Councillor J G Morris (Chair), A W Davies, M J Dorrance, J Gibson-Watt, 
A Jenner, J Pugh, P Roberts, E Vaughan, D A Thomas,  R G Thomas and 
Mr J Brautigam  
 
In attendance: County Councillors A Williams and R Williams 
 
Officers: Jane Thomas, Head of Finance and James Chappelle, Capital and Financial 
Planning Accountant 
 

1.  APOLOGIES  

 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 
 

2.  NOTES  

 
Documents: 

 Notes  
 
Discussion: 

 Further detail regarding the Strategic Asset Board had been requested 
including its terms of reference, responsibilities and how it is scrutinized.   

 Schools outturn figures were due to be discussed at Learning and Skills 
Committee on 14 July 2021 and the Chair had previously invited two 
Members of Finance Panel to attend. 

 The Panel had been concerned regarding scrutiny of the Covid Recovery 
Fund, but the Chair of the Economy, Residents and Communities 
Committee confirmed that it had been considered by his Committee. 

 
Outcomes: 

 Councillor J G Morris and Mr J Brautigam be appointed as the 
Finance Panel’s representatives when Learning and Skills 
Committee consider school outturn figures 

 
 

3.  FINANCIAL OUTTURN FOR 2020/21  

 
Documents: 

 Report of the Portfolio Holder 
 
Discussion: 

 The Panel were aware of the unprecedented challenges that had affected 
the Authority 

 Initially the financial impact on the Authority looked to be significant and 
the budget was carefully monitored and controlled during the year. 

 Authorities across Wales have benefitted from Welsh Government support 
and this has been fundamental in delivering the outturn reported 
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Finance Panel – 25 June 2021 
 

 An underspend of £4.2M was recorded at year end, excluding schools and 
the Housing Revenue Account (HRA). 

 Significant levels of additional funding had been received during the final 
quarter of 2020/21 

 The Head of Finance was asked for greater detail regarding grants and 
other funding sources but, whilst this is available, there was too much 
detail to be include this within the report.  

 The Panel asked if the Welsh Government could reclaim any of the grant 
funding if it had not been used appropriately – the Head of Finance 
confirmed that each grant would have had terms and conditions attached, 
some of this funding has to be carried forward and utilised in 2021/22, 
whilst other funding is now offsetting expenditure in 2020/21 that the 
Council expected to support.  Although the outturn was positive financial 
challenges remain in the current financial year and will extend into future 
years.  Financial resilience is key. 

 The Head of Finance was asked whether the underspend would be 
disaggregated to establish whether there was a structural underspend or 
what the position would have been under normal business.  Services had 
not all been fully delivered and there had been delays in the capital 
programme too.  

 Further detail was provided in the commentary within the report by Heads 
of Service.   The Portfolio Holder reported that the Finance Team had 
been very proactive and had erred on the side of caution.  The Medium 
Term Financial Strategy  shows a £38M cumulative deficit over the next 
few years which will need to be addressed. 

 Further clarification was sought regarding the underspend – members of 
the panel stated if grants had been received then they should have been 
spent and the outturn balanced.  These funds should not be set aside to 
address the cumulative deficit.   

 It was clarified by the Head of Finance that all funds claimed from the 
Welsh Government through the hardship fund had covered additional 
costs and loss of income due to the pandemic.  Other additional funding 
streams have offset expenditure that would have been incurred from the 
Councils budget.  Some grants were provided which were unhypothecated 
and these were contributing to the underspend position 

 Further information regarding any reduction in CO2 due to reduced 
mileage was requested together with any future revenue savings now that 
the Authority can manage with reduced travel.  Further work would be 
carried out during the year.  It was suggested that a high level report be 
brought to Finance Panel with individual service delivery models being 
scrutinized at the appropriate committee. 

 It was noted that the travel policy for officers had not been amended 
although this may happen in the future 

 An underspend in Highways was noted and criticised given the poor state 
of some roads – it had not been possible to make all spend during the 
year and where appropriate, funds will be rolled over into the current 
financial year 

 76% of cost reductions had been delivered.  Some had been written off as 
undeliverable and a more detailed report will be submitted in due course. 

 There had been no draw down from capital receipts for transformation 
costs and these funds remain available for the current and future years 
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 The Panel remained concerned regarding the Capital Programme and the 
increase in revenue that would be required to support capital costs.  The 
Portfolio Holder commented that in the longer term, capital projects would 
reduce the use of the revenue budget by delivering integrated services. 

 The Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) remains under considerable 
risk.  A three year budget would be ideal and work would recommence on 
achieving that.  The budget gap still has to be resolved and budget 
planning scenarios need to be reviewed.  The Finance Panel would be 
kept informed of progress. 

 
Outcomes: 

 Further information to be provided on: 
o CO2 reductions and associated revenue savings 
o Details of grants that have been received 

 
 

4.  CAPITAL OUTTURN 2020/21  

 
Documents: 

 Report of the Portfolio Holder for Finance 
 
Discussion: 

 Actual spend was at 85% at year end 

 Borrowing costs were not as high as expected 

 3.8% of the net revenue budget is supporting past and present capital 
spend  

 The change in the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) had been 
implemented. 

 Members questioned whether 3.8% of the net revenue budget was an 
acceptable level to support the capital budget.  The Head of Finance 
reported that this figure is difficult to define but benchmarking information 
across authorities was being collated.  The level of support would be 
dependent on each individual authorities’ circumstances and their 
priorities and objectives. The key considerations for any authority are 
affordability and delivery of local outcomes. 

 It was noted that the funding for the Global Centre for Rail Excellence 
(GCRE) would not impact the revenue budget unless it could not be 
repaid – these funds were ringfenced to the project and held in a separate 
account. 

 The Westminster government has said there will not be a return to 
austerity but there is likely to be rising inflation and interest costs.  The 
level of funding to the Welsh Government is uncertain which leads to 
uncertainty for individual authorities’ settlements.  There will be a UK 
spending review in the Autumn and the Authority continues to work closely 
with its financial advisers.  However, an announcement regarding 
settlements is likely to be late in the year. 

 The Head of Finance explained that cash reserves were being used 
before borrowing.  Some debt will be paid off throughout the year, but 
reserves are not used to repay borrowing. 

 The ratio of funding to the net revenue stream is expected to rise to 7.8% 
by 2030 which is double the current rate.  This reflects those projects 
agreed to date with schools’ projects expected to be substantial.  The 
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Panel again questioned the affordability of the Capital Programme.  The 
Portfolio Holder reminded the Panel that borrowing was not the sole 
source of funding and that a long-term view over the next few decades 
had to be taken.  It was his opinion that the capital programme was being 
effectively managed. 

 An Asset Review was due imminently and the Portfolio Holder was asked 
how long it would take to translate the findings into an assessment of 
future need. He expected this to be as soon as possible. 

 The Authority has a clearly defined Treasury Management Policy and 
regulation was in place.  Changes to the MRP will be included and a 
reprofiling of capital spend is to be undertaken.  Cabinet and Council set 
the direction, but the capital programme has to be affordable and 
deliverable within the regulatory framework. 

 Capital projects also need to consider the maintenance backlog 

 The Panel thought that a cap should be established on the amount of 
revenue being used to support capital spend.  The Head of Finance 
advised that the prudential indicators are calculated to demonstrate 
affordability The borrowing limit was set by Council on an annual basis. 

 
Outcomes: 

 The report was noted 
 
 

 
 

County Councillor J G Morris (Chair) 
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CYNGOR SIR POWYS COUNTY COUNCIL 

Finance Panel 

30th September 2021 

REPORT AUTHOR: County Councillor Aled Davies 

Portfolio Holder for Finance 

SUBJECT: Cost Reductions as at 31st March 2021 

 

REPORT FOR: 
 

Information 

1. Purpose 

1.1 The 2020/21 budget included cost reductions of £12.394m. This total includes 
savings carried forward from previous financial years. The delivery of a balanced 
budget was reliant on the achievement of these cost reductions.  

1.2 This report provides an overview on the delivery of these reductions during 
2020/21, and confirms those that were carried forward for delivery in the new 
financial year and those that were written out as part of budget setting for 
2021/22.   

2. Delivery of Cost Reductions 

2.1 Table 1 provides a summary of the Cost Reductions by Service for 2020/21. 76% 

of the savings were achieved in year and 24% undelivered. Where cost reduction 

targets were under achieving Services took mitigating action and alternative 

means of covering the cost reduction shortfall in 2020/21 were implemented.  

These were not permanent adjustments and these cost reductions have been 

rolled forward and are expected to be delivered in the new year. 

 

Table 1 

 
 

2.2 Appendix A provides a summary of each scheme that has been written out of the budget 

for 2021/22 as they cannot now be achieved.  The budget setting process included a 

 £'000  Planned Achieved Unachieved Written Off  Carry Fwd 

Adult Services 4,070       3,589          481             699             

Childrens Services 2,496       2,027          468             572             

Digital 771          501            270             -                            270 

Education 701          701            -             -             

Finance 426          232            193             150                              43 

Central Activities 870          1,000          (115) -             

HTR 1,109       485            609             60                             549 

HCD 218          143            75              75              

Regeneration 326          135            191             0                               191 

Legal 331          80              251             52                             199 

PPPP 784          442            342             -                            342 

T & C 85           85              -             -             

Workforce & OD 209          33              176             26                             150 

 Total      12,394           9,453           2,941           1,634             1,744 

76% 24% 13% 14%
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validation exercise which identified the cost reductions that can no longer be delivered 

even in future years, and a total of £1.634 million was written out as part of the budget 

process to ensure next year’s budget is robust and deliverable.  

2.3 The write off figures were agreed at Council in February 2021 and differ slightly 

from the final outturn position, mainly in Social Care, due to the final position 

being improved on the forecast.  Social Care have developed new cost 

reductions for delivery in 2021/22. 

2.4 14% of the Planned Cost Reductions have been rolled forward into 2021/22, as 

services are able to deliver in the new year, a summary of each scheme is shown 

at Appendix B. 

 

3. Resource Implications 

3.1 The resource implications are explained in section 2.  The outturn position for 

2020/21 has accounted for the cost reductions delivered and the cost reductions 

written out have been accounted for as part of budget setting 2021/22. 

  

3.2 Welsh Government provided additional funding in February 2021 in recognition of 

the inability to progress all savings during 2020/21 as Local Authorities 

responded to the pandemic.  Powys received £1,093,201.  This funding is not 

recurring and provided welcome support for 2020/21, however the cost 

reductions are recurrent in the Councils Base budget and the action to remove 

those that remain unachievable through the budget setting process is 

appropriate. 

 

4. Legal Implications 

4.1 N/A 

 

5. Data protection 

5.1 No applicable 

 

6. Local Member(s) 

6.1 This report relates to all service areas across the whole County. 

 

7. Impact Assessment 

7.1 Is an impact assessment required? Impact Assessments for the cost saving 

proposals were completed as part of the budget setting process. 

 

Recommendation: Reason for Recommendation: 

The contents of this report are 

noted  
To provide an update on the outturn position 

for cost reductions for 2020/21 

Contact Officer: Jane Thomas, Head of Financial Services  

Tel: 01597 827789  

Email: jane.thomas@powys.gov.uk 
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Appendix A – Undelivered Savings Written Out 

Service 2020/21 

Undelivered 

Savings  

 PROVIDE A DETAILED EXPLANATION AS TO WHY YOU COULD NOT DELIVER THIS SAVING OR ROLL IT FORWARD INTO 

NEXT YEAR – AND WHY YOU PUT IT FORWARD FOR WRITE OFF 

 £  

HCD Housing General 

Fund - 

management re-

structure 

Housing redesign activity was delayed and rescheduled into 2021, however, the service was able to deliver its in year 

target due to an underspend across the area. Due to the increasing demand in terms of homelessness and the changing 

requirements from WG, the savings target was put forward to be written off and instead in 2021/22 it was replaced with 

£25,000 saving has been delivered by no longer providing a gypsy site during the annual Royal Welsh Show. Housing 

redesign is taking place through 2021 alongside the Howps repatriation, at this time the full financial implications have 

not been finalised  

             

25,000  

HCD Museums 

Service - 

Reduction in 

opening hours 

The Museum Service has faced a year of significant disruption due to the pandemic. Future budget savings will be 

considered as part of the 2022-25 Integrated Business Planning process.   

             

15,602  

HCD Y Gaer - Future 

operational 

modelling 

Work has been delayed and Y Gaer closed for much of the last 12 months due to the pandemic. Work has been ongoing 

with two potential partners, which may see partial savings being made within future years. Once the outcome of these 

potential partnerships has been finalised and embedded, the budget will be reassessed as part of the Integrated Business 

Planning process.  

             

34,209  

HTR HWRCs Significant efforts have been made to negotiate the £100k saving with the current contractor.  However due to an 

unstable market situation for recycled materials (principally due to the pandemic) resulting in reduced income for the 

operator, only £40k in savings are currently achievable. In 2021/22 a £10k saving has been delivered for HWRCs 

             

60,000  

ASC Where people 

live - support 

people to live in 

their own 

communities 

Due to the pandemic, it was not possible for social workers to visit service users in England to undertake the reviews 

required to move them back to the new Cae Glas scheme.  This remains the case while we are in lockdown. This 

pressure is superseded by a new saving in 2021/22 for £720k and this new target is on track for delivery 

           

250,000  
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ASC Double to Single 

handed care - 

right sized 

packages 

The pandemic has reduced the OTs ability to undertake face-to-face visits and has made it impossible to undertake this 

work.  The OTs did provide support into care homes for the pandemic with moving and handling advice, but clearly this 

could not achieve the same level of savings. A new savings target has been proposed in 2021/22 for £400k, which is 

partially delayed thus far due to the increased demands on assessment that has recently arisen. 

           

270,000  

ASC Funding Review It was not possible to undertake the planned reviews during the pandemic, both our staff and partner resources had 

reduced capacity and new funding streams have not been achieved.  A new savings target has been proposed for 

2021/22 for recommissioning / decommissioning £382k and this is on track to be delivered in full 

           

179,000  

Childrens Agency Due to the pandemic the increase in placement numbers means the staffing resource cannot reduce and agency support 

cannot be reduced as planned.  A new savings target has been added in for 2021/22 for £408k but with the increased 

caseload demand this year we continue to need to rely on additional agency staff, the position will continue to be 

reviewed as we move through 2021/22 but delivery of this reduction remains at risk.  

           

192,431  

Childrens Funding Review It was not possible to undertake the planned reviews during the pandemic, both our staff and partner resources had 

reduced capacity and new funding streams have not been achieved.  A new savings target has been proposed for 

2021/22 for the same value £380k and is on track for delivery 

           

380,000  

Finance Finance 

Transformation 

Saving of £397k proposed for 2020/21, £247k has been delivered but the remaining £150k is now considered 

unachievable.  The delivery of the change programme has been significantly delayed by the impact of the pandemic and 

additional Covid work undertaken by the teams, removing all capacity to lead or implement the transformation 

programme.  But the issue is wider than this as the expectation on financial services to support the wider the 

organisation grows year on year.  General capacity issues are now affecting the delivery of an appropriate service for 

the Council.  Further reductions will mean that we are not able to deliver all that is being asked of the service.  The 

Section 151 Officer has a statutory duty to make arrangements for the proper administration of the financial affairs of 

the Council. To deliver this responsibility the finance function has to be resourced to be fit for purpose. 

           

150,000  

WOD Reduction in 

service delivery 

through review 

in staffing 

The majority of the service’s budget comprises staffing costs, with non-staffing spend generally comprising the fees we 

pay to the DBS and software licenses/costs, for instance for the HR / Payroll system. The achievement of cost reductions 

is therefore heavily reliant upon staff reductions. During 2019/20 the service was required to find significant savings, 

with some savings also being rolled forward from 2018/19. The lion share of the savings were found and 5 posts were 

deleted to facilitate this, reducing the numbers of HR posts funded by the Council to c 27 FTEs. It was not possible 

             

26,000  
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however to reduce posts further without adversely impacting on the workforce support the Council needs in terms of 

business as usual and importantly in delivering its workforce transformation plans.  

Legal Legal and 

Democratic 

Restructure 

 Carried forward from 2019/20 and unable to deliver as the restructure was put on hold due to the pandemic and a 

further review of the structure to ensure that appropriate support is provided for members 

             

52,000  

             

1,634,242  
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Appendix B – Cost Reductions Rolled Forward into 2021/22 

  
Reference  Summary Service  Brief Description  Carry 

Forward to 
2021/22  

£ 

 CS03  Customer Centred 
Digital Solutions 
(Digital Powys 
Programme) 

Digital  Our Digital Transformation Programme will drive delivery of digital solutions whilst providing 
financial reductions. The programme has 7 key work streams, this proposal focusses on: - 
Customer Centred Digital Solutions Workstream  

                         
200,000  

 IT07  Reduce Corporate 
Phone Contracts by 
an estimated £103k 

Digital  Due to Bring your phone project, it is estimated that the council can reduce its Mobile Phone cost by 
approx. £53k in 20/21 and a further £40k in 22/23 
Due to System Rationalisation, the council can reduce its contract costs by approx. £50k. These 
reductions are cross cutting as they are corporate contracts not sitting in ICT Budgets. 

                           
69,990  

 FS01  Finance 
Transformation 

Finance The Finance Service is working on the delivery of a transformation project that will encompass 
several workstreams, some of which are cross cutting with other Financial Services colleagues such 
as Procurement and Income & Awards, and the support element of services.  This work will deliver 
benefits wider than the Finance team alone.  

                           
43,360  

 HT02  Review Fleet 
Maintenance 
Resources 

HTR A further rationalisation of the Fleet Maintenance resources, following the implementation of the 
change in working methods, apprenticeship scheme, and the positive impact of the fleet 
replacement programme. 

                           
38,410  

 HT10  Review of Waste & 
Recycling 
Resources   

HTR This review will be carried out in conjunction with the change on residual collection frequency, and 
whereas the budget reduction in the change in frequency is gained through increased 
recycling/reduced landfill costs, the gain from this element of the review will be from efficiencies 
made in the collection rounds. Alongside this there will be further consideration of working hours 
and practices. Dependencies are the moves to the North Bulking facility from Newtown and 
Welshpool existing sites, and from Brecon to Cwrt y Plyffin. There is a risk that any change in 
working hours requiring a collective agreement with staff may not be achievable. Risks associated 
with working vehicles for longer hours, are that with a smaller fleet, overall resilience will be 
weakened and any breakdowns etc will have an immediate and greater impact on collections.  

                             
3,315  
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 HT13  Reduction in 
Winter Service 
Provision 

HTR The Winter Service primary routes have not been reviewed for over 15 years, and many criteria for 
identifying routes have changed (schools, surgeries, housing, and bus routes) which will probably 
require changes to the winter hierarchy.  The hierarchy needs a fundamental review considering 
the current financial austerity. It is considered that the existing treatment network has certain 
anomalies and there is potential (subject to Council agreement) to reducing the primary treated 
network by approx. 10% to 15%.  For context, the current length of primaries is circa 1000km; 
therefore a 10% reduction would mean approximately 100/150km would no longer be gritted as 
part of the primary network.    

                         
130,000  

 Carried Forward from 18/19  HTR Commissioning of Services                            
16,800  

 Carried Forward from 18/19  HTR Parking Charges                            
26,320  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  HTR Rationalisation of Household Waste Recycling Centres- Share facilities etc                            
10,000  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  HTR Introduction of chargeable garden waste collection service                            
91,490  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  HTR Review car parking charges, increase income.                          
100,000  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  HTR Review streetlight provision (non-statutory) and limit PCC funding to conflict areas only. Encourage 
Town & Community Councils to support any additional local lighting requirements.  

                           
13,820  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  HTR Further efficiencies through better productivity, improved sickness absence management, 
developing additional income streams, internal cost reduction and reduced 3rd party spend. 

                         
118,350  

 LS01  Review of 
Registration 
Service  

Legal Review of Registration Service was put on hold due to the pressures of dealing with the pandemic                             
22,949  

 LS01  Restructure of 
Scrutiny, 
Democratic 
Services and 

Legal Restructure of Scrutiny, Democratic Services and Member Services team was put on hold due to the 
pandemic and a further review of the structure to ensure that appropriate support is provided for 
members 

                         
176,000  
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Member Services 
team  

 PP01  Deliver an efficient 
Strategic Property 
service. 

PPPP Increase the Strategic Property income target. The renting out of Council building space will help 
improve income generation. 

                           
62,170  

 PP03  Ensure the 
effective senior 
management of 
Property, Planning 
and Public 
Protection. 

PPPP The proposal would involve the redesign of the senior management of Property, Planning and Public 
Protection. 

                           
83,830  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  PPPP Exit Neuadd Maldwyn                          
141,010  

 Carried Forward from 19/20  PPPP Increased rental income from properties, Ladywell House, Business unit portfolio, County Farms                            
55,480  

 HC07  Economic 
Development & 
Regeneration 
Service  

Regenera
tion 

Bid for ESF Priority 5 funding to support development of Mid Wales Growth Deal and regional 
economic development 

                         
190,754  

 WD01  Introduction of 
Salary Sacrifice 
Pension AVCs 

Workforc
e & OD 

The payment of additional voluntary contributions to pensions via a salary sacrifice scheme does not 
attract NI contributions. This provides a reduction to both the employee and employer.  

                           
30,000  

 WD03  Increase the 
uptake of 
Apprenticeship 
positions in the 
Council 

Workforc
e & OD 

We will increase the number of apprentices we appoint to the Council and will place them in 
substantive vacancies the Council has decided to fill. This will enable apprentices to undertake a 
recognised relevant qualification under the Welsh Government’s Apprenticeship Framework, 
including classroom based training, develop skills and experience in their chosen role and to be 
appointed to the role upon their successful completion of the apprenticeship. An apprenticeship 
placement in these circumstances reduces the employment cost by c £12k per vacancy (this being 
the difference between the average cost of a suitable post for an apprentice and the cost of 
employing the apprentice). 

                         
120,000  

   
TOTAL 

                     
1,744,048  
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